**Personal Alarm**

**with Key Chain and Cord**

**Safety Alarm for use by:**
- Joggers
- Elderly
- Disabled
- Night shift workers
- People who live alone
- Students

**MC-231 INSTRUCTIONS**

Mini Oval safety alarm is lightweight and extremely loud to draw attention in any crisis. Protect yourself, your purse, and other belongings.

**WARNING:**
The alarm sound is very loud --- never put the unit close to your ears!

**Personal Alarm Mode:**
Pull strap away from the alarm body to release the arming pin. Alarm will sound until pin is replaced.

To silence the alarm, insert the pin back into socket on alarm body.

**Protect Property:**
Attach to computer, purse, luggage or backpack using the attached ‘G’ clip. Hold the long cord that is attached to pull pin. Be sure to connect items to the fixed connector so the alarm stays with your property if snatched or taken.

**To Change Batteries:**
Remove two screws from the back cover and lift the (clam shell) cover starting at the end away from the key chain. Replace three (3) – AG13 batteries.